
How to lead a life of crime
Kirsten Miller.

A teenaged pickpocket, haunted by the
ghost of his brother killed by his father, is
recruited for Mandel Academy, a school
for criminals where only one student
survives each semester.

The body finder
by Kimberly Derting.

High school junior Violet uses her
uncanny ability to sense murderers and
their victims to try to stop a serial killer
who is terrorizing her town, and although
her best friend and would-be boyfriend Jay
promises to keep her safe, she becomes a
target.

The Naturals
Jennifer Lynn Barnes.

Seventeen-year-old Cassie, who has a
natural ability to read people, joins an elite
group of criminal profilers at the FBI in
order to help solve cold cases.

Alice, I think
Susan Juby.

Fifteen-year-old Alice keeps a diary as she
struggles to cope with the
embarrassments and trials of family,
dating, school, work, small town life, and a
serious case of "outcastitis."

Out of the Easy
Ruta Sepetys.

Josie, the seventeen-year-old daughter of
a French Quarter prostitute, is striving to
escape 1950 New Orleans and enroll at
prestigious Smith College when she
becomes entangled in a murder
investigation.

Bubbles unbound
Sarah Strohmeyer.

Convinced there's more to life than giving
blue dye jobs at Sandy's House of Beauty,
Bubbles sets her sights on a career in
journalism. If her on-the-job training at the
local newspaper isn't enough to make her
break a nail, she's also got her wacky
family to deal with - from her bottom-
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The secrets of Lily Graves
by Sarah Strohmeyer.

Descended from a long line of female
morticians, Lily Graves knows all about
buried secrets. So after senior-class
president Erin Donohue -- perfect saint to
the community -- turns up dead, Lily
believes it's her job to find the culprit. But
Lily has feelings for Erin's ex-boyfriend,

Matt, which mak...

The Christopher killer
by Alane Ferguson.

On the payroll as an assistant to her
coroner father, seventeen-year-old
Cameryn Mahoney uses her knowledge of
forensic medicine to catch the killer of a
friend while putting herself in terrible
danger.
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